
Mid Term Exam - Take Home 
Tuesday October 18 to Wednesday October 19, 5 PM. 

Purpose: ! To demonstrate understanding of the material generated in class discussions and readings.
! ! To create new connections as you analyze the performance choices your classmates made.
! ! To apply this understanding of how text and performance inform one another as you evaluate 
! ! your own choices.

Due Date:! Take home exam (rather than in-class, isn’t that nice?). As such, you have 24 hour turn-around. 
! ! Due by 5PM (start of Fall Break), Wednesday, October 19.  
! ! Email: writetomarie@unc.edu
! ! Subject: COMM 160 MIDTERM + (your name).
! ! No late submissions.

Grading: ! 4 Questions, 25 points each.
! ! 1/2 page each answer, keep total at 2 to 2 1/2 pages.
! ! (This is showing what you know already, checking it with your class notes, then letting it fly).
!
! ! Did you include citations from the readings? 
! ! Did you include citations from notes you took in our class discussions?
! ! Did you let your honest, self-reflective experience flow out in your writing?
! ! Did you approach the question creatively, referring to what mattered to you most that 
! ! we’ve learned so far?
! ! Did you remember to include what you’ve learned in your body (as well as your mind), 
! ! through acts of performance?
! !

! ! QUESTION ONE

Background: Do you remember the days when we did “flocking” exercises that involved the whole group in movement 
(you were leaders, followers, you were individuals making choices at the same time as you were part of a group; you 
then taught one another about various other relationships based on dialectics, such as mind-body, teacher-student)? 
What about partner exercises in which two people, even of different sizes, shared weight with each other, or, as an 
opposite, where one person was leading/controlling the other (directed to keep unflinching focus on their palm)? On p. 
43-44 of Organizing for Social Change, Singhal/Papa(s) discuss the “elements of dialectics,” and I would propose that 
they ground us in a notion of “continuous movement”: because culturally, and in performance, “we are constantly 
shaping outcomes and being shaped by them.” There is an idea that “whenever the protagonist (main character we see 
‘performing’) is powerless, it is a tragedy.” In your performances of independence and liberation movement poetry, each 
of you had the goal to create and “articulate” performance differently (from just “unquestioned” tragedy -- if we don’t ask 
questions, this is problematic, not to mention depressing). The goal is an action, a receptivity/responsiveness, in motion.

Question: How could principles outlined in “Organizing for Social Change” influence the issue/ending you 
chose for your performance? In your performance last week, what is the dream or problem you brought up, the 
“present moment” or “end” of your piece as you represented it to us? In 1-2 sentences, explain briefly what you 
did to show us this dream/vision/issue. In your subsequent 1 paragraph (3-4 sentences), pick one or more principles 
outlined in “Organizing for Social Change” (anything p.29-49) and explain how it could further your stated goal, of 
seeing your dream implemented / problem addressed.

! !
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! ! QUESTION TWO

Background: Freire asks us to understand ourselves as “beings who are authentic only when engaged in inquiry and 
creative transformation.” Do you remember the activities we did in two lines, communicating across the void to one 
another (you would turn and surprise each other!), or another activity when you broke into partners, and together kept 
re-entering a new physical stance to “complete the image” you had left half-empty? Rather than accepting “banking 
models” of “humanitarian” education, which deprive people of their “right to [their] own purposes,” in “Pedagogy of the 
Oppressed” Paulo Freire asks us to understand that “authentic thinking can only happen in communication. 

Question: How have your classmates illustrated Freire’s concepts for you? Pick one moment, either from one of 
your classmates’ blog entries OR from something one of your classmates said or did in a class discussion or 
activity (refer back to your notes, for example, on the day we talked about educational systems, and “pedagogy” as the 
meeting of performance and education) and tie it to one of the following concepts of Freire’s:
1) No one person can be educated by themselves, but we are educated in concert with each other.
2) No one person can be liberated by themselves, but we are liberated in concert with each other.
3) Change in education and liberation is dialogic -- it is rooted in dialogue.
4) Reflection and action must go hand in hand.
Spend 1-2 sentences describing the situation, and 2-4 sentences relating it to one of Freire’s concepts, where you find 
at least one other quote from his text to support your example. 

! ! QUESTION THREE

Background: What does it mean to adapt a poetry work to live performance? On page 25 of her introduction to “When 
Bullets Begin to Flower,” Margaret Dickinson describes the author of “black mother,” Viriato da Cruz, as the leading poet 
of Angola’s poetry movement, “vamos descobrir Angola”/Let us discover Angola,” and the goals of liberation poetry of 
his period: to examine an African past of slavery related to present exploitation, to reassert African values, to relate the 
African situation to that of other exploited people. The goals for your classmates’ performances were the same: 
examine history, as called up by this poem, and see how it relates to the present; feel what is valuable, even when 
others attempt to extinguish it or steal it; connect the issues this poem brings up to issues you see around you right 
now. 

Question: Who did you see do really nice performance work in adaptation? 
Write down 3-4 examples of notes you took on your classmates’ performances (the thing I asked you to write down 
right afterward, that stood out to you. Don’t add anything, whatever you wrote is fine).
Now pick one person (or two, if you can’t decide) to focus on: what was their concept, as you interpreted it? 
Which choices did they make that you really respected? Spend 1-2 sentences on what they did visually, in sound, 
and physicality (with their body, and in the space/in relation to the audience, objects or media). Now spend your 
remaining 2-4 sentences on what they communicated to you -- did you understand something differently because of it?

! ! QUESTION FOUR
Question: What could you have done better in your performance? If you could do it over again, what would you focus 
on more precisely? (This can be anything from strength of voice, character, motion, emotion; relationship to audience; 
in-person illustration of the concepts you rehearsed, things you thought would go one way, but went another once you 
got up there). (2-3 sentences)

What did you love about what emerged in your own performance work? Did anything surprise you? Did it build upon 
anything we learned in class so far? What would you like to learn more about as the semester continues? 
(4-6 sentences)
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